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A dinosaur book with humor and fun factsâ€”perfect for the youngest dino fans!"I'm a T. rex!I

ROARRRR and I romp!I GRRROWWLLL and I stomp! I'm a T. rex."In this brand-new Little Golden

Book, a T. rex tells all about his great and terrible self. Facts about the T. rex are humorously

presented: "Does the T stand for toothy? Does the T stand for tall? Does the T stand for terrible? I

am known as them all!"The ending reveals a surprise: the T. rex is still a baby in a nest, watched

over lovingly by his "great BIG MAMA T. rex!" This Little Golden Book is illustrated by Brian Biggs,

one of today's most in-demand illustrators. He brings to life the popular Shredderman books by

Wendelin Van Draanen. Author Dennis Shealy is a children's book editor and the author of the

popular Little Golden Book I'm a Truck, illustrated by the award-winning artist Bob Staake.
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I'm a T-Rex is currently one of my Munchkin's favorite books.There's no real plot. It's simply a

T-Rex explaining what he is - a big, ferocious, fighting, yet loveable T-Rex. The story has enough

rhythm to make it fun to read and, when read aloud, my daughter and I have fun yelling the line "I'm

a T-rex".In addition to having some very cute pictures, the book gives actual information about the

T-Rex, including where he gets his name, how and when he lived, and some of the other dinosaurs

that lived back then.My daughter is a beginning reader and loves reading this aloud to other people.

And enjoys the look on their faces when she reads words like Cretaceous.This book is a winner!



My three year old likes this story, although he prefers the monster truck story. It describes a t rex,

big and stomping around, menacing other dinos with his sharp teeth. At the end, it turns out this big

t rex is just a baby with his mama t rex.

What a fun book to read over and over, especially when you promise to read it again after your

two-year old eats like T. Rex! Great for improving a toddler's food intake. You can't beat Little

Golden Books anyway!

these small books are super cute- just the kind of book you could take with you in a diaper bag to

keep kids occupied at a moments notice. I bought a large quantity and used as favors for my sons

party.

This book is so fabulous. It has been read so often, that the famous golden spine is wearing off. It

has spawned a love affair with dinosaurs. My son, Benjamin will eat his entire meal because of the

way the T-Rex eats in the book. It is clever, and the story line is easy to follow, educational, and the

pages are short- perfect for less than stellar attention spans!

Gave this as a gift for a 2nd Birthday to my best friend's sweet little guy, along with a model T-Rex.

He LOVES it! Everytime we're over there he's got the book or the dinosaur (or both) in-hand and is

begging for the book to be read.

This is a super cute book. It has a fun rhyme while also teaching fun facts! Most people have held a

golden book to know that it's hard cover with paper pages. Young children intrigued by dinosaurs

would LOVE this book!

Loved this book! It arrived on time. Bought it (along with 2 other books & a stuffed dinosaur) as a

birthday gift for my 3yr old nephew & he loved it! My 7yr old wanted the books too so I might order

for him too.
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